ABOUT US

Mplussoft is a customer oriented company offering Ecommerce Applications, Open Source ERPs, Web Development, Mobile applications, Offshore Outsource Service in various technologies For the welfare of its clients, Mplussoft also steps up for providing Web Hosting, Digital Marketing, Organic SEO, Ads on Google, Facebook, LinkedIn and Various Social Media Sites.

Founded in 2011 by three determined minds, Mplussoft’s family has grown up to 500+ clients over the world Being a young IT body, Mplussoft has clients in india, Saudi Arabia, US, UK, Australia, South Africa, Singapore, Germany, Canada, New Zealand and China. We are linked to around 20 to 25 different industries in providing uniqueness to their brand and work As per our tagline, we precisely believe in having a unique approach. We are serving business in extensive web applications, standalone solutions, digital marketing & This can include developing new applications, enabling your existing applications for the web, migrating from legacy applications, optimizing and customizing your existing applications and more. We have learned to build a superior website that is eye-catching, innovative and usable. In order to promote your business you need the best exposure and organic traffic that you can’t get. For this reason, we will also providing search engine optimization services, which will help you to generate leads, improve recognition and boost your sales.
VISION

To be the most admired Creative IT Solution Company.

WE BELIEVE IN

✔ Leadership to lead the technology to build better future
✔ Integrity to follow truth and be real
✔ Accountability for our every commitment
✔ Care for being concerned about well being of all employees
✔ Collaboration of excellence through teamwork, within clients, employees and partners
✔ Excellence which bounce what is best than ever rather than giving our best.

MISSION

Mplussoft is committed to provide creativity & technology with business enhancement around the world through its unique approach
We never wanted to be the best, our mission is to be the most unique.
MEET THE PILLERS

Manohar Nimbolkar  
Founder, CEO

Manish Bhumar  
Co-Founder, COO

Ravindra More  
CTO

Malik Shah Yousufi  
CMO

MEET THE LEADERS BEHIND THE PILLAR'S

Namita Kamble  
HR Manager

Sakshi Mankhedkar  
Customer Relationship Manager

Rohit S Lawtawar  
Sales Manager

Hritik Uttekar  
Technical Solution Expert

Rahul Dasi  
Team Lead - Mobile App Developer

Vandana Ghadge  
Mobile App Developer
MEET THE LEADERS BEHIND THE PILLAR’S

Pratima Tambe
Software Developer

Surendra Deshpande
Animation Expert

Abhay Sarje
UX Expert

Sharvaree Raje
Business Analyst

Libisha Saji
Business Analyst

Swarupa Khedekar
Business Analyst

Gaurav Gokhale
Team Lead - Quality Analyst

Namrata Pawar
Quality Analyst

Dipak Mahadik
Software Developer

Hushar Mulay
Software Developer

Ajay Prajapati
Software Developer

Atul Naik
Software Developer

Dayanand Wagh
Software Developer

Yogita Patil
Web Developer

Shridhar Bandgar
Web Developer

Pallavi Patil
Web Developer

Kiran Mane
Mobile App Developer

Ranju Gupta
Mobile App Developer
OUR SERVICES

- STRATEGIC CONSULTING
- ENTERPRISE RESOURCE PLANNING (ERP)
- CUSTOM DEVELOPMENT
- WEBSITE & PORTALS
- MOBILE APP DEVELOPMENT
- DIGITAL MARKETING
- SERVERS & HOSTINGS
- OUTSOURCING
INDUSTRIES WE WORKED

- Online Market Place
- Corporates
- Education
- Media & Entertainment
- Health Care & Sports
- Matrimonial
- Real Estate
- Travelling & Ticketing
- Manufacture
- Job Portal
- Social Network
- Advertising
- Logistics
OUR PRODUCTS

- Ecommerce Mobile App & Portal
- Social Networking Portal
- Gym Management Software
- Hospital & Clinic Management Software
- Hotel Management Software
- Project Management/Task Management Software
- Online Food Delivery App & Web Portal
- Computer Laboratory Management Software
- Human Resource Management Software
- School Management Software
- Bus Booking/Reservation Software
- Vehicle Repairing Management Software
- Election Campaign Management Software
- Online Voting Management Software
OUR PRODUCTS

- Repairing Shop Management Software
- Expenses Management Software
- Account Management Software
- Library Management Software
- Blood Donation Content Management Software
- Restaurant Food Delivery Management Portal
- Apartment/Society Management Software
- Fashion Designer Management Software
- Pharmacy Management Software
- Inventory Management Software
- POS Software
- Online Car Rental Service Portal
- Buy & Sell Management Software
- Employee Leave Management Software
- Laundry Management Software
- E-Learning Management Software
- Veterinary Clinic Management Software
- Online Examination Portal
EXPERTISE

Front End

- AngularJS
- React
- HTML5
- Bootstrap
- jQuery
- CSS

Back End

- Java
- .NET
- Node.js
- PHP
- Python
Tools

- Trello
- Figma
- Marvel
- Android Studio
- Expo
- Sublime Text
- POSTMAN
- Photoshop (Ps)
- Illustrator (Ai)
- Eclipse
- NetBeans IDE
- GitHub
- Xcode
- XAMPP
- Jira Software
- Slack
- Bitbucket
- MindManager
- MailChimp
- MovieEdit
OUR PARTNERS

Take your business on a higher peak with our partner

Google Play, iOS Developer Program, Amazon Web Services, Citrix, Tata Teleservices Limited, PayU biz, PayU money, Razorpay, CCAvenue, Paytm, Stripe, SAP, Microsoft, MailChimp, Zopim
Working with Mplussoft was a real pleasure. They took their time to understand fully the requirements of the project and delivered the result as expected in a timely manner.

These guys are amazing. DO NOT GO ANYWHERE ELSE, USE THESE GUYS AND YOU WILL HAVE TOTAL SATISFACTION. They knew exactly what was in my head and delivered exactly what I asked them for. They will take the time to make sure they deliver a perfect job. These guys are totally professionals and passionate about what they do. They care for their reputation and they will make sure that they give you the best for your money. They have excellent communications skills. They speak English perfectly. They always willing to listen to me and respond to my emails on time. I ADMIRE THEM. GUYS, WELL DONE!!! KEEP UP THE GREATE WORK.

Excellent Company!! Project was completed ahead of time and looks awesome! Will definitely work again. Thank you.

Great Company, built a good CRM/referral system, great communication and good understandning of some fairly complex procedures that were needed. I will certainly use them again.
Sachin Singh  
Sr. Manager HR, Lupin LTD  
**(INDIA)**

We come across Mplussoft by looking a partner for some HR Tool...when we approached they said they haven’t worked with anyone till now on this front.... But I observed there strength and interest to do the jobs in the unexplored areas and with couple of meetings, we agreed to work together...Greate team...when it comes to last minute deliverable they standby with you to ensure the smooth running of process.....!!

Nicholas Tung  
GM  
**(SINGAPORE)**

Did a really good job. went the extra mile to help me to resolve more functions which was spotted with no additional charge. love them. Really nice to work with them. They take up the responsibility to ensure that the project is done on track. Flexible and easy to speak with. AWESOME."

Guswah  
CTO, Discovery Island Reality  
**(Canada)**

If this seems like an excellent review, its because this company earned its honestly unlike a few others i’ve dealt with, they deleivered exactly as they promised. When unforseen hurdles came along, they bent over backwards to accomodate us. They knows what they’re doing. Don’t hesitate to hire them.

Mirco Cervi  
Founder, Triplab  
**(Italy)**

Wonderful team! Perfectly done.
Best Software Company In Pune 2019
Thank you for making us the best!!

SALES
+91 - 07304141777
sales@mplussoft.com

SUPPORT
+91 - 8459630022
support@mplussoft.com

CAREER
+91 - 9370648614
career@mplussoft.com

ADDRESS
V9 Landmark 203, Second Floor,
Above HDFC Bank, Vishrantwadi, Pune - 411015,
Maharashtra, India.

www.mplussoft.com